영어 영역

Have a seat, please.
Thank you very much.
Sure, I’ll pick him up.
This is my first trip to China.
Is there something wrong with him?

She’s sitting over there.
He will come soon so don’t worry.
If you missed your airplane, call me.
Then please submit your child’s photo.
Sorry, I lost my ID card and can’t find it.
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영어 영역
High School Summer Program
Program
Photograph

Day
Tue.

Weeks
3 weeks

Fee
$30

Swimming
Football
Fencing
Beach Exploration

Mon.
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Thu.
Fri.

2
4
2
3
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weeks
weeks
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Today web security is a cat and mouse game between the
hackers and security experts. Our PCs need almost daily
updates to fight against newly discovered viruses. Security
experts are working on the problem but you have to do one
important thing for your computer’s security. That is, you
have to install a vaccine program to protect your computer
software. A computer vaccine program can remove the
malicious code or viruses conveniently and quickly. If you
want to be safe from being hacked by those with malicious
intent, you should install a computer vaccine program right
now.

Man:
Handwriting has many advantages.
Instead, I recommend this calligraphy class.
Weddings are one of the most celebrated event.
Your friends must acknowledge its importance.
For example, you can write your own invitations.

Woman:
Thanks, you are my lifesaver.
He found my number on the business card.
I don’t know where he found my wallet.
Unfortunately, the taxi driver was very rude.
At that moment, you noticed you lost your wallet.
Jeffrey

Amy

Jeffrey: Amy,
can you please work on the blankets?
I don’t know where I left my blanket.
you must buy new blankets for your sister.
if I were you I wouldn’t do that thing again.
killing harmful bacteria and fungi is important.

management services for pet animals
endangered animal species in Africa
how to show kindness to your pet
expenses of having pet in your apartment
benefits from the communication with your pet

Now the mermaid saw that he was in danger. No! he must not die;
so she swam towards him all among the drifting beams and planks.
She at last reached the young prince just as he was becoming
unable to swim any further in the stormy sea. By daybreak all the
storm was over, of the ship not a trace was to be seen; the sun rose
from the water in radiant brilliance. She kissed him again and
longed that he might live. Luckily, she saw dry land where he can
lay, high blue mountains on whose summits the white snow
glistened as if a flock of swans had settled there. At this point the
sea formed a little bay where the water was quite calm.
frustrated
depressed
bored scared
nervous terrified

worried
relieved
disappointed excited

Are you building or busting your players' self-confidence? Good
coaches consistently build self-confidence in their players. They
continually look for opportunities in practice and competition
where they can help their athletes grow, improve and feel better
about themselves. They have an innate understanding that athletes
always perform in direct relation to their level of confidence.
Knock your players down in the wrong way and at the wrong time
and you will be “rewarded” with consistent performance problems
and underachievement. Build your players up honestly and
appropriately, and they will consistently over-achieve for you.
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영어 영역
Some have suggested that blood sugar, which brain cells use
as their main energy source and cannot do without for even a few
minutes, has an impact upon our willpower. Most cognitive
functions are unaffected by minor blood sugar fluctuations over
the course of a day, but willpower strength is sensitive to such
small changes. Exerting willpower lowers blood sugar, which
reduces the capacity for further self-control. Research shows
that people who drink a glass of lemonade between completing
tasks that required self-control performed equally well on both
tasks. However, drinking sugarless diet lemonade was not as
effective. Dieting essentially involves restricting one's caloric
intake and produces lower glucose, which undermines the
willpower needed to prevent you from eating.
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You will hear the client putting up barriers such as: 'I can't do
X until Y happens.' When you hear that the client is stuck in
what I call 'the X then Y' gridlock, try this tool. This tool is
aimed at clients who are stuck in a situation where they lack the
confidence to take action. They prevent themselves achieving
their dreams by always finding something or somebody else
that is blocking them. The tool enables them to break through
the gridlock, identifying a series of smaller steps which build
confidence to tackle the larger goal or project. The clients begin
to feel much more confident as they take control of their destiny.
They have a plan for action and can start working toward it.
gridlock:

Don’t Lie to Yourself!
Be Confident for Your Children
The Decision Making Tool from Clients
How Can You Break Your Clients’ Gridlock?
Gridlock: What The Worried Are Looking for
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Due to intercultural communication, nations can engage in a
dialogue and find understanding during the process of searching
and making decisions in nonstandard situations. Not to make
unsubstantiated statements the recent summit G-20 in London
can be given. Countries with diametrically opposite points of
view on the economic crisis’s roots managed to find consensus
and start working out a common approach to the solution of
worldwide problems. Another example to illustrate the same
point is the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, when the whole world
was standing on the brink of the nuclear war. The two leaders
from a communist and a capitalist Great Powers made an
agreement, which prevented humankind from treat of death.
* consensus:
** brink:

the research on nonstandard situations
the confirmed decisions of G-20 in London
the types of solution of widespread problems
the agreements from the interaction across cultures
the similarities between a communist and a capitalist
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The above graph shows the distribution percentage of nuclear
power plants from 2011 to 2015. Among the three countries,
the distribution percentage of nuclear power plants of Japan
was the highest in 2011, but it was the lowest in 2015. On the
other hand, the distribution percentage of nuclear power plants
of U.S was the lowest in 2011 compared to other two countries,
but it was the highest in 2015.
From 2011 to 2014, the
distribution percentage of nuclear power plants of U.S.
increased from 25% to 47%, while the distribution percentage
of nuclear power plants of China steadily decreased from 35%
to 28%.
U.S was the only country that showed a steady
increase of the distribution percentage of nuclear power plants
from 2011 to 2015.
In 2015, the distribution percentage of
nuclear power plants of China was 24 percentage points higher
than that of Japan.

영어 영역
Ken Kesey

Summer Lucio Sculpture Garden Festival

Ken Kesey was an American novelist who was born in 1935.
Kesey was a champion wrestler in both high school and
college, and he almost qualified to be on the Olympic team
until a serious shoulder injury stopped his wrestling career. He
began writing One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest in 1960
following the completion of a graduate fellowship in creative
writing at Stanford University. The novel was an immediate
commercial and critical success when published two years
later. Kesey originally was involved in creating the film of
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, but left two weeks into
production. He claimed never to have seen the movie because
of a dispute over the $20,000 he was initially paid for the film
rights. On 2001, Kesey had surgery on his liver but he did not
recover from that operation and died at age 66.
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Summer Lucio Sculpture Garden Festival
Lucio Sculpture Garden is one of the most popular gardens
in the world for its green space and various sculptures.
More than 50 works from the PICASO Art Center are
displayed in the special center named ‘PICASO’.
Music: Enjoy the soft music from DJ Luck
Parking: Free parking is avaliable only in the Lucio
Sculpture Garden parking lot and pay parking is
avaliable on the Lucio Hotel parking lot.
Garden Tours: Join a tour guide for seeing European
sculptures in the Lucio Sculpture Garden. If you join
this tour, you can get a 30% Lucio Hotel discount
coupon.
Performances: Don’t miss the astonishing magic
show at 6:00pm and 9:00pm.
Registration is free but space is limited. Join us for an
evening of good music, food, and performances!
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Gallery Witch

.

(A), (B), (C)

Gallery Witch
Gallery Witch is considered the most visited attraction
in the Poland. The Gallery Witch was built in 1922 and
rebuilt in 1950. Gallery Witch offers a large selection of
Halloween items from fine food to home accessories. This
August Gallery Witch is preparing a wonderful breakfast
and lunch!
• Date: Monday through Sunday from 9:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m.
• Tourist tax refund: 20%, unrelated to his or her
purchasing cost in the same store on the same day.
• Location: Gallery palace cafeteria.

* Gallery members receive a $3 discount.
* Feast price includes gallery admission. The gallery
admission fee is $20 for Adult, $10 for children aged
6-17.
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Leatherback sea turtles are the largest turtles on
Earth, growing up to seven feet (two meters) long and
(A) exceeded / exceeding 2,000 pounds (900 kilograms). These
giant turtles are the only remaining representatives of a family
of turtles that traces its evolutionary roots back more than
100 million years. They are set apart from other sea turtles
by their leathery, shell-less carapace, which (B) have / has
seven ridges running from front to back. These ridges serve
the same purpose as the keel of a boat, helping the turtles
cut (C) efficiently / efficient through the water. Leatherbacks
spend time far from land, in the central ocean basins, as
well as in the coastal waters of every continent except the
Arctic and the Antarctic. Their main food is jellyfish, but
they eat other foods as well, including shrimp, fish, and even
smaller turtles. Leatherbacks can dive deeper in search of
prey than any other turtles, down to depths of 3,300 feet
(1,000 meters).
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